Job Detail
Staff Level

Women Welcome

Position Title

[3D production of super famous games]

Recruiter Company

Yudai Humanity Co., Ltd.

Company Name

Company name is private

Activated / Updated

2020-11-16 / 2021-02-23

Job Type

Creative (Media Related) - Creative (Game/Video/Audio)
Creative (Media Related) - CG, Sound, Other
Creative (Media Related) - Game Programming &amp; Editing

Industry

Games

Location

Asia Japan Hokkaido

Involved in 3D production of super famous games.
You will also be involved in technological development for 3D production and
verification of new graphic expressions.
Business details

Job Description

■ 3D technology development and research
・ Development to improve graphic quality and workflow
・ Technology sharing and skill improvement enlightenment
・ Develop shaders and tools in collaboration with programmers to build the basis
of painting
■ 3D production of consumer game software
・ Background production with 3D technology development, or character modeling
production
Among designers, in order to improve the efficiency of designer work, we
understand various 3D tools and verify that there is no problem in incorporating
them into the work.
You can engage in technical (technical) work.
Many have experience in 3D background production and model / motion
production
Motivated to explore the possibilities of 3D tools
This is the position of a group of specialists.

Company Info

A member who likes games.
This is a job related to the production of a super famous game.
Foreign nationals are already working, and it is a comfortable company to work in.
No smoking indoors (There is a company smoking area: Only heated cigarettes
can be smoked)

Working Hours

10:00 to 19:00 (including 1 hour break from 12:30 to 13:30)
* There is a flextime system
【Prerequisite】
■ Those who fall under the following
・ Those who have about 2 years of practical experience in game development
・ Person who has practical experience of DCC tool (Maya, Substance, ZBrush,
etc.)
・ Japanese proficiency for foreign nationals: Japanese Language Proficiency
Test N2 or higher or equivalent.

Qualifications

■ Those who have any of the following skills are welcome.
* Those who want to study are also welcome!
・ Anyway, those who love 3D
・ Those who have advanced CG technology and knowledge
・ Those who are familiar with procedural workflows such as Houdini and
Substance
・ Those who can script in Python etc.
・ Person who has practical experience of motion capture
[Personal image you want]

・ Communication ability-Those who have understanding and communication
skills
・ Those who are interested in various DCC tools and new technologies
You have the opportunity to get in touch with the latest tools and technologies as
soon as possible!
Participate in seminars and CG events (the company supports tickets and
business trips),
You can improve your technical skills!
It is a rewarding and responsible job to improve the graphic quality of the game to
be developed (any character model is OK)
English Level

None

Japanese Level

Business Level(JLPT Level 2 or N2)

Salary

JPY - Japanese Yen JPY 3500K - JPY 6500K

Salary Description

Various social insurance, paid leave, retirement allowance, condolence money,
childcare / nursing leave, paid leave preservation system, regular health checkup
(once a year), club activities, meal assistance
Passive smoking measures
No smoking indoors (There is a company smoking area: Only heated cigarettes
can be smoked)
* If you are considering U / I turn, we will support the moving cost (according to
our regulations)

Holiday Description

Complete weekly two-day system (Saturdays, Sundays, national holidays)
Summer vacation
Winter vacation
paid holidays
Condolence vacation
Childcare leave
Injury and illness leave

Job Contract Period

Full-time employee
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